
The Enterprise Mobile Tsunami is here, and if your 
organization doesn’t have an action plan, you’ll be left 
ashore. Stay ahead by leveraging mobile technologies that 
empower your workforce, increase flexibility and agility, 
and boost productivity.

Imaginet’s Enterprise Mobility Solutions enables you to 
securely connect with your business anytime, anywhere, 
regardless of device.

Legacy technologies and antiquated work methods keep 
many organizations trapped in the past, and few corporate 
IT teams have the resources, skills, or time required to 
successfully evolve to a more mobile workforce. Security, 
governance, and change management add further 
complexities that leave many organizations wondering 
where to start.

Ready for the Mobile Wave? Imaginet 
Helps You Keep Control.

I’m Ready to Start! How Do I Begin?

Working with an Enterprise Mobility expert at Imaginet 
will help to make your transition into mobility a smooth 
success. 

Start the conversation with Imaginet by emailing us 
at info@imaginet.com or by calling 1-800-989-6022. 

mailto:info@imaginet.com


Get Started Today with Imaginet’s Enterprise Mobility Assessment

Our Enterprise Mobility Assessment & Roadmap benchmarks your mobility readiness 
before developing an enterprise strategy.  

Part 1: Current & Future State Assessment

Part 2: Gap Analysis, Recommendations, & Mobility Roadmap 

Get started today! Request your Enterprise Mobility Assessment 
and put your organization on the path to mobile readiness.

In the second part of this 
engagement, Imaginet 
combines collected data to 
produce a gap analysis, 
recommendations, and a 
roadmap for your organizations 
Enterprise Mobility Strategy. 

Your current gap will be 
represented in an easy-to-read 
graph showing the current state 
compared against desired state.

Our assessment evaluates your entire business from operations to workflow and 
readiness to support both short and long-term mobility goals. We capture your 
current and future state mobility plans throughout a series of 7 essential workshops.

“Imaginet was able to assess our current needs and provide a 
roadmap that will enable us to achieve our future goals. Their 
expertise and knowledge is extensive and will help us achieve our 
goals much faster than if we tried to do this on our own.“   

-- Manager, Vancity


